Ignacio Mares
Software Developer

Passionate Full-Stack Software Developer and former Sales Manager with
experience in conflict resolution, leadership, communication, teamwork, client
side resolution and planning. Experience in the telecommunications industry
has developed my ability to work in challenging fast paced environments while
meeting quota driven goals. My natural curiosity to learn and detail-oriented
nature has given me appreciation for technology and has inspired the
transition into full-time web and software development. Looking forward to the
opportunity to leverage my experience and technical skills to build a career
motivated by creativity and passion.

(806) 341-6024
ignacio.mares00@gmail.com
LinkedIn/IgnacioMares
GitHub/IgnacioMares

Development Projects
IKnowASpot
Capstone project that allows users to interact with a map to add favourite spots
around town. We integrated a MapBox API to allow for a more seamless feel
when adding your spots on the map. Adding markers to your desired spots and
allowing the user to add events on the spots gives this user experience a full
and satisfying functionality. The team leveraged Bulma to integrate a calendar
to schedule events and set start and end times. Stack used: Java Spring,
Thymeleaf, jQuery, CSS, HTML, Bootstrap, MapBox, JavaScript.
WeatherApp Project
Using the API Mapbox to allow users to search a location on a functional map
and see a forecast for the weather. Users are given the ability to drop a marker
instead of entering a location and get the same forecast result. HTML, css,
JavaScript, Mapbox API.
Ad Lister
Java app that allows a user to display and add posts to a web page. Users are
allowed to make new posts, edit and delete their ads. In this Craigslist mock
we allow the user to fully navigate the app using Java, JSP, servlets, MySQL
and JS.
Contacts Manager Project
Java program that allows a user to see a menu index and allows the user to
select different options such as view contacts, add new contact to directory,
search directory for contact, and delete contact. Java, JavaScript, JQuery.

Professional Experience
Ignacio Mares - AT&T
Sales Manager / Oct 2013 - Jun 2021
●
●
●

Sales manager responsible for setting meetings with clients and
providing attention to detail while offering a complete solution
Trained new hires, developed staff through coaching and mentoring,
and delegated specific duties as needed
Responsible for maintaining and logging inventory and meeting
monthly quotas

Ignacio Mares - Clear Talk
Sales Manager / Oct 2012 - Oct 2013
●
●
●

Managed daily front of house operations and maintained location
inventory
Collaborated with a teammate to create a training manual that was
implemented across the west Texas sales area
Tracked and consistently met quotas by diligently managing the sales
process, setting goals, and motivating employees to meet targets

Technical Skills
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap,
JavaScript, jQuery, mapbox
Java SE, Java EE (Servlets, JSP),
Spring, Thymeleaf, MySQL,
Object-Oriented Programming,
Version Control with Git, Paired
Programming

Education
Codeup
Certificate of Completion
Jun 2021 - Jan 2022
A fully-immersive, project-based,
and intensive 22-week Full-Stack
Java Career Accelerator that
provides students with 670 hours of
expert instruction in software
development.
West Texas A&M
Psychology Major
Aug 2009 - May 2013
Associates Degree
Completed four years of
undergraduate psychology studies.

